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The diffusion of small molecules in polymers was measured using Fourier transform infra-red-attenuated
total reflection (FTi.r.-a.t.r) spectroscopy, a new approach which allows one to study liquid diffusion in
thin polymer films in situ. The system used to test this technique was the diffusion of liquid water in
polyacrylonitrile (PAN). The diffusion coefficients that were measured were in good agreement with those
reported in the literature for high-activity water vapour in PAN. The test also demonstrated both the
reproducibility and accuracy of FTi.r.-a.t.r. experiments for measuring the diffusion coefficient. The
diffusion coefficient and the amount of water sorbed at equilibrium appear to be dependent on the
temperature at which the films were treated. The method described here shows great potential for elucidating
penetrant-penetrant and penetrant-polymer interactions during the diffusion process owing to the
spectroscopic nature of the technique.
(Keywords: FTi.r.-a.t.r. spectroscopy; diffusion; polyacrylonitrile; water)

BACKGROUND

mass is obtained by integrating equation (2) over the
thickness of the film. The result of this integration is :

Diffusion in polymers
For one-dimensional molecular diffusion in a polymer
film with a constant diffusion coefficient, the continuity
equation for the diffusing species reduces to:
~C
~t
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where C is the concentration of penetrant and D is the
diffusion coefficient. Equation (1) can be solved readily,
given the appropriate boundary conditions that apply to
a particular experiment.
One of the most common experimental techniques for
studying the diffusion of small molecules in polymers is
the method of sorption kinetics. In this technique, a
polymer film of thickness 2L is placed in an infinite bath
of penetrant. The concentrations at the two surfaces of
the film (z = L and z = - L )
are instantaneously
established at a concentration, Cs. If the initial
concentration of penetrant is zero, then the concentration, C, at any position in the film, z, and at any time,
t, is given by 1 :
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where M t is the mass sorbed at time t, and Moo is the
mass sorbed at equilibrium. At short times, equation (3)
can be written, for a thickness of 2L, as :

Mt - 2 ( D ~ l / 2 P / 2
(4)
M-~ L k ~ /
A typical plot of Mt/M~ as a function of t I/z is shown
in Figure I. The linear portion of the curve is used to
determine the diffusion coefficient using equation (4).
At Mt/Moo <~0.5, the error in using equation (4) instead
of equation (3) is on the order of 0.1% z.
Depending on the film thickness and the diffusion
coefficient, there may be limited data at Mr~Moo <~0.5.
In these situations, the long-time solution:

Mt - 1
Moo

8

f -Dn2t'~
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(5)
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In sorption kinetics experiments, the mass of sorbed
penetrant is measured as a function of time. The sorbed
* To whom correspondence should be addressed

Moo

can be used, usually in the form:

[---D(2n + 1)27t2tq

lexp L

M,

Mt = I n
Moo

(6)
4L2

A mass uptake plot, in the form of equation (6), is shown
in Fi#ure 2. At Mr/Moo >10.5, the error in using equation
(6) instead of equation (3) is also on the order of 0.1%2.
Fickian diffusion with a concentration-dependent
diffusion coefficient can also result in curves similar to
those shown in Figures 1 and 2. The resulting value of
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FTi.r.-a. t.r. spectroscopy applied to diffusion in polymers

The root of applied spectroscopy is the basic
relationship between the absorption of electromagnetic
waves and the quantity of the absorbing material. In
FTi.r. transmission spectroscopy at low absorbances, this
relationship is expressed by the Beer-Lambert law given
by:

8
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time it is not immersed. This can be remedied by using
thicker samples, but this can significantly increase the
time required for a single experiment. The repeated
handling of the sample can result in an erroneous rate
of mass uptake.
The experimental method described here is designed
primarily to measure liquid sorption kinetics in situ, but
the technique is also suitable for gases or vapours. The
approach utilizes quantitative Fourier transform infrared-attenuated total reflection (FTi.r.-a.t.r.) spectroscopy
to determine the amount of penetrant that has sorbed as
a function of time. In addition to the sorption kinetics,
a spectroscopic technique also provides information
regarding the molecular state of the penetrant at various
times in the diffusional process. The method can be
applied to systems of thin polymer films with penetrants
that are spectroscopically active, including multicomponent systems, provided each penetrant absorbs in
a unique region of the infra-red spectrum.
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where I is the light intensity at position z, ~ is the
absorption coefficient, e is the molar extinction coefficient
and C is the concentration of absorbing group.
Integrating equation (7) gives :
A = -In

Fickian

=

diffusion

D determined through equation (4) (Figure 1) or
equation (6) (Figure 2) is an average value over the
applicable concentration range.
Sorption kinetics experiments are commonly used to
determine diffusion coefficients for penetrants in
polymers. For non-condensable gases such as methane,
nitrogen and carbon dioxide, pressure decay techniques
are often used to monitor sorption kinetics 3-s. For more
condensable gases or vapours, gravimetric techniques
that directly follow mass changes with time are used 6-s.
Polymer samples are mounted on a quartz spring
microbalance and the change in mass is recorded as a
function of time. The recorded weight is corrected for
buoyancy to obtain the mass of the sample. This
technique can be extremely accurate provided a sensitive
microbalance is used.
Quartz spring microbalances are difficult to apply to
liquid sorption kinetics. Since the density of the liquid
medium is close to the density of the polymer, correction
for buoyancy results in considerably less accurate values
of sorbed mass. Instead, so-called 'pat-and-weigh'
techniques are used for liquid sorption. This involves
immersing the polymer in the liquid penetrant and
periodically removing the sample, blotting the surfaces
to remove excess liquid, and then weighing the sample
on a conventional laboratory balance. If the sample is
too thin or the diffusion coefficient is too high, a
significant amount of penetrant may desorb during the

~Cdz

(8)

-L

where A is the measured absorption, I o is the intensity
of the incident light, I is the intensity of the transmitted
light and 2L is the thickness over which the absorbing
group is present.
The absorbance given in equation (8) is analogous to
the mass uptake in equation (3) since it involves an
integration of the concentration profile over the film
thickness. Using transmission spectroscopy to measure
sorption kinetics with equation (8) suffers from many of
the same limitations that are inherent in the 'pat-andweigh' technique. The polymer must be removed from
the penetrant bath and blotted prior to spectroscopic
analysis. Although it may provide molecular information
about the state of the penetrant, transmission FTi.r.
cannot be used to measure small-molecule sorption
kinetics in situ.
However, by the nature of the experimental arrangement, FTi.r.-a.t.r. spectroscopy can be used to obtain
sorption kinetics while in direct contact with the
penetrant. A.t.r. spectroscopy differs from normal
transmission spectroscopy in the nature of the incident
light path. When total reflection of a light beam occurs
at the boundary between a propagating medium (an a.t.r.
crystal) and a rarer medium (a polymer film), penetration
of the electromagnetic field into the rarer medium occurs.
This electromagnetic field forms an evanescent wave,
which is the result of the superposition of the incident
and reflected waves at the surface, and the requirement
that the electric field be continuous through the
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Substituting equation (2), the Fickian concentration
profile, into equation (14) and integrating gives:

rarer medium (polymer)

At
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where

reflected
light

-D(2n + 1)2n2t
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Figure 3 Evanescentwaveat a totallyreflectinginterface

4L2

and
interface9'~°. The electric field strength, E, of the
evanescent wave decays exponentially, as shown in
Fioure 3, with distance from the surface, z.
The decay of the evanescent field is given by9'~°:
E = Eo exp(-Tz)

(9)

where E o is the electric field strength at the interface and
7 is defined as the reciprocal of the penetration depth,
the distance to which the evanescent wave decays to 1/e
of its value at the interface. In terms of refractive indices,
wavelength (2), and the angle of incidence (0), 7 is given
by:

7-

2n2rc~sin20-(nl] z
\n2/

(10)

where nl is the refractive index of the rarer medium and
n2 is the refractive index of the propagating medium.
When the rarer medium absorbs specific frequencies
of light in the evanescent wave, the reflection is frustrated
and the reflected wave has a reduced intensity at these
wavelengths, resulting in an absorption spectrum. In
order to combine the evanescent field strength equation
with the Beer-Lambert law, it is necessary to assume
that only weak absorption occurs. With this assumption :

f-

(2n

+ 1)~

2L

Equation (15) is analogous to the mass uptake
equation used in gravimetric sorption experiments
(equation (3)), the important difference being that the
Fickian concentration profile is convoluted with the
FTi.r.-a.t.r. absorption equation before it is integrated.
In equation (15), Aoo represents the absorbance at
equilibrium and it is analogous to M~.
Equation (15) represents an exact solution for
FTi.r.-a.t.r. absorption of a penetrant in a thin film. It
is possible, for a particular set of experimental conditions,
to simplify this expression. For the experimental system
described in this paper, several assumptions and resulting
simplifications of equation (15) were made.

Simplification of the FTi.r.-a.t.r. model
Equation (15) can be simplified by eliminating all
terms in the series beyond the first:
At - 1 87
A~
~[1 - exp(-27L)]

exp~--4-~--)[~-~ exp(-27L) + (27)
X

I

- - = e - a ~ (1 - A )

(11)

@~ + 4-~

Io

(16)

or

dI = - I o dA

(12)

We can substitute equation (12) into the differential
form of the Beer-Lambert law (equation (6)) and
integrate to obtain:
A

= I LSCI

Jo Io dz

(13)

In the a.t.r, configuration, penetrant only enters the
film from one side, hence the integration from 0 to L.
Since I = E 2, we can substitute the field strength of the
evanescent wave (equation (9)) and rewrite the
expression for multiple reflections, N, as:

For values of L, D and 7 which are typical for the
experimental system used here, absorbances from
equation (16) are compared to those from equation (15 )
and shown in Fioure 4. It is obvious that the first-order
term dominates the absorbance expression at values of
At/A~o >t 0.5. This result is identical to the observation
that the mass uptake described by equation (3) can be
approximated by equation (5) for values ofMt/Mo o >10.5.
In the model development, Yis assumed to be constant.
This is not entirely correct, given the dependence of Y on
nl, the polymer refractive index, which can vary as the
concentration of penetrant increases. However, the
significance of 7 in the model is dependent on the
experimental conditions. In particular, when
7~2

A = J o Ne*CE~ exp(--2?z) dz
where e* = e/I o.
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Figure 4 Comparisonof fulla.t.r, expression(equation (15)) and first
term approximation (equation (16))
7 can be eliminated from equation (16). This requirement
is readily met for most experimental systems.
Under these conditions, equation (16) can be reduced
to the expression:
In 1 -

At

=In

-~-t

(19)

With equation (19), the logarithm of the absorbance data
is plotted as a function of time, and the slope of a linear
least squares regression yields a value for the diffusion
coefficient, D. This is wholly analogous to the use of
equation (6) to determine the diffusion coefficient in
gravimetric sorption experiments at long times.
The value of A~ can be measured independently or it
can be calculated by regression as a second adjustable
parameter in addition to the diffusion coefficient. While
it is desirable to measure A~ independently and treat
equation (19) as a one-parameter model, experimental
conditions may make accurate determinations of the
equilibrium infra-red absorption unreliable or impossible, as will be discussed in detail below.

Experimental test system
The experimental system chosen to test this FTi.r.a.t.r, spectroscopic technique was the diffusion of water
in polyacrylonitrile (PAN). This system was chosen for
several reasons. The most important reason was the
availability of diffusion coefficients reported in the
literature for high-activity water vapour in PAN at
similar temperatures 11-13. Additionally, PAN has a
relatively sparse infra-red absorption spectrum. This
minimizes the possibility of spectral interference between
the substrate and the penetrant. The magnitudes of the
diffusion coefficient and the solubility of water in PAN
are also favourable for these types of measurements.
Water has a total solubility of 3 - 5 % in PAN by weight,
and a diffusion coefficient which suggests that sorption
of water in films 5-10 #m thick is completed within a
few hours, a period conducive to laboratory measurement.

ability to regulate its rotational velocity from 50 to
5000 rev min- 1. The spin coater cabinet is equipped with
a cover which is used to maintain a dry nitrogen
atmosphere over the sample. This nitrogen is obtained
from the vent gases of the liquid nitrogen supply used to
cool the infra-red detector of the FTi.r. spectrometer.
A film is cast by spin coating a polymer solution at
room temperature. Approximately 1 ml of the solution
is placed on an a.t.r, crystal in the spin coater, and the
sample is rotated for 15-30 min. The rotational velocity
of the spin coater is chosen such that a uniform,
reproducible polymer film of desired thickness is
obtained. After spin coating, the crystal and film are
transferred to a vacuum oven.
The film, along with the a.t.r, cell and steel connecting
tubes, is placed in a vacuum oven to remove residual
solvent or condensed water, and to condition or anneal
the polymer film. The films are kept in the oven for at
least 24 h at various temperatures. At the end of this
time, the film and crystal are transferred to a desiccator
and allowed to cool to room temperature. The a.t.r, cell
and tubing are removed and placed on the spectrometer
bench, where they are also allowed to cool to r o o m
temperature.

FT i.r.-a.t.r, spectroscopy procedures
Measurements of the infra-red spectra are obtained
using a Mattson Galaxy ® 6020 FTi.r. spectrometer. The
spectrometer is capable of scanning with a resolution of
up to 0.25 cm -1, and is equipped with a wide-band
mercury-cadmium-tellurium (MCT) detector. The
spectrometer is controlled from an IBM compatible PC
(Dell system 310) running Mattson's FIRST ~; software.
The a.t.r, crystals used in the experiments are polished
silicon parallelepipeds, obtained from Harrick Scientific,
Inc. The sampling surfaces of the crystals are
50 mm x 10 mm and they have a thickness of 3 mm. The
normal vectors of the optical entry and exit faces are
inclined 30 ° from the sampling surfaces. The refractive
index of silicon is 3.4.
Once the film-coated crystal has cooled to room
temperature, it is mounted in a flow-through a.t.r, cell
obtained from Harrick Scientific, Inc., as shown in
Figure 5. After the cell is closed, excess polymer film on
the entry and exit faces of the crystal is removed. In the
a.t.r, cell, the solvent flows through one side of the cell
and across the polymer film, while temperaturecontrolled water can be passed across the other side of
the cell to regulate the temperature of the crystal. The
back of the crystal is masked with aluminium foil to
In - Temperature-Control Water - Out

o ~e~..~ O-Ring

•

- A l u m i n u m Foil

PROCEDURES

Polymer film preparation procedures
The polymer films are prepared on a Headway
Research EC-110 spin coater. The spin coater has the

In Figure 5

Penetrant Water

- Out

E x p l o d e d v i e w o f a.t.r, cell
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prevent infra-red absorption by the temperaturecontrolled water. The exposed area of the polymer sample
within the liquid cell is 6 mm x 42 mm.
The cell is placed in the variable-angle a.t.r, holder as
shown in Figure 6, also obtained from Harrick Scientific,
Inc., and the second mirror of the holder is rotated
slightly, as necessary, to align the sample. The entire base
assembly is then mounted in the spectrometer sample
compartment, and the steel tubing for the sample feed
and the temperature-controlled water is attached. Final
alignment of the second mirror is performed by
maximizing the voltage at the MCT detector, and the
compartment is closed and purged with nitrogen gas.
The effectiveness of the purge is monitored by examining
the carbon dioxide absorption in the infra-red spectrum.
The external fittings of the tubing attached to the cell
are connected to the penetrant reservoir and the
temperature-controlled circulating bath. The experimental configuration is shown in Figure 7.
Control of the spectrometer for collection of the spectra
is performed with Mattson's FIRST ®/Data Acquisition
software. The spectrometer is operated in g.c./FTi.r.
mode, allowing samples to be collected continuously.
First, a background spectrum of the film is taken as a
reference. The g.c./FTi.r, sampling process is then
started, and the penetrant circulating pump is turned on.
Upon completion of the spectral sampling, the variable
angle holder and cell are dismounted from the
spectrometer. The crystal is removed from the liquid cell

•

/1
I

Penetrant Outlet
Penetrant Inlet

~

.~--- 2nd Mirror

~

t-~-- IR Path
).~--- 1st Mirror

and examined visually for defects or delamination. The
crystal is allowed to dry, and then the film is removed
from the crystal, labelled and stored. The thickness of
the films was measured mechanically, using a micrometer,
after the diffusion experiment. Given the low sorption
levels of water in PAN, it is assumed that the thickness
of the film is not altered significantly during the
experiment.

Evaluating FTi.r.--a.t.r. data
The first step of data analysis is the quantification of
spectral information for use in the FTi.r.-a.t.r. model.
The appropriate absorption peak is integrated and
combined with the elapsed time of the experiment. The
diffusion coefficient and A~ are obtained by regressing
the experimental data, using equation (19). The
parameter regression is done by determining the Ago
which yields the minimum least-squared error for a linear
least-squares regression of D. After the minima are
located, the 99% confidence limits for the regression are
calculated.
Experimental test materials and parameters
The PAN was obtained from Scientific Polymer
Products, Inc. The polymer has a reported average
molecular weight of 150 000. The refractive index of PAN
is 1.5187, as reported by the supplier. The glass transition
temperature was determined to be 85-90°C using
differential scanning calorimetry at 20°C min-1, which
is in agreement with values reported in the literature 14.
The water used in the experiments was purified by reverse
osmosis and ion exchange. The measured conductivity
of the water was 7.0#S cm -1. Dimethylformamide
(DMF) of technical grade, purchased from Aldrich, was
used as a solvent in casting the PAN films.
The polymer solution used as stock for spin coating
was approximately 8 wt% PAN. The spin coating of
PAN on the silicon a.t.r, crystals was performed at a
rotational velocity of 330 rev min- 1 for 20 min. Each film
was held under vacuum in the oven for a period of 24 h.
The parameters for the infra-red sampling are given in
Table 1. The diffusion of water in the PAN films was
measured by observing the OH stretching peak. The peak
was integrated from 2775 to 3800 cm -1 to obtain an
absorbance at each time.

ATR Cell

Figure

RESULTS

6 View of a.t.r, cell in variable-angle holder

Diffusion experiments for the water-PAN system at 23°C
were conducted on PAN films which were vacuum treated
for 24 h at temperatures of 57, 69, 80, 92 and 102°C. The
thickness of the films was measured and determined to
be 7.5 + 2.5 #m. For the experimental conditions used
here, ~, = 1.67 #m -1 at 3500 cm -1, and the criteria in
L

I

I
PC Compatible
Computer

Temperature-Controlled
Water Bath
Figure
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7 Experimental configuration for FTi.r.-a.t.r. spectroscopy
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Table

1

FTi.r.

spectrometer sampling parameters

Resolution
Starting frequency
Ending frequency
Scans per sample
Signal gain
Scan velocity
Sampling time

4 cm- 1
1300 cm- 1
4000 era- t
55
20
1.3 cm s27 s
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equations (17) and (18) were met. A representative
sample of the spectra recorded is shown in Figure 8.
The integrated absorbances for all of the experiments
as a function of time are shown in Figure 9. The simplified
FTi.r.-a.t.r. absorbance model (equation (19)) was
regressed with the long time data to calculate values for
each of the parameters in the model, D and Ao~. The
value of A~ was obtained by regression instead of
through a separate measurement, because visual
inspection of some of the experimental films (those
0.4
0.3
0.2
x~
< 0.1
0.0
-0.1 ~
4000

3 7 5 0 3 5 0 0 3 2 5 0 3 0 0 0 2 7 5 0 2500
Wavenumber [cm-1]

Figure8 Sequenceof time-evolvedspectrafromPAN sampletreated
at 102°C
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treated at lower temperatures) suggested that the
polymer film had possibly become detached from the
crystal after exposure to water for very long periods of
time. Such detachment would make an equilibrium
spectroscopic measurement unreliable. The likelihood
confidence interval for each parameter was also
calculated. The results of these calculations are given in
Table 2. A comparison of the model and the experimental
data is shown for two representative experiments in

Figure 10.
The degree of solvent removal in the treatment process
was estimated by comparison of the background spectra
from each sample with a reference sample of DMF in
carbon tetrachloride, and with a reference sample of a
bare silicon crystal. The results are shown in Figure 11,
where it is seen that a significant amount of solvent
remained in most of the polymer films and that, not
surprisingly, the degree of solvent removal was strongly
related to the treatment temperature.
Figure 12, which shows the relationship between the
average diffusion coefficient at long times and the
treatment temperature, demonstrates that the long-time
diffusion coefficient increases slightly at higher oven
temperatures. Multiple data points at the same
temperature have been spread apart in Figure 12 for
clarity; the exact values for each experiment are as given
in Table 2. The absorbance at equilibrium, A o~, which is
directly proportional to the total amount of water sorbed
in the polymer, appears to decrease in a linear fashion
with the treatment temperature, as shown in Figure 13.
Again, multiple samples at the same temperature have
been spread apart for clarity. Repeated experiments at
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Table 2

Resultsof regressionof experimentaldata, with 99% confidenceintervals
D x 101°(cm2s-1)
Treatment temperature,
measuredvalue (°C)
Regressedvalue
99 Yoconfidenceinterval

Regressedvalue

99% confidenceinterval

102
92
80
80
69
69
69
69
57
57

337.55
496.04
653.20
599.50
762.15
757.37
743.53
774.35
874.01
876.87

335.65-339.77
493.34-499.10
649.50-657.42
596.70-602.57
752.25-777.60
747.17-772.50
739.53-748.16
768.45-781.76
867,61-881.80
860,17-906.96

o

1.236
0.852
0.632
0.646
0.664
0.669
0.698
0.722
0.760
0.605

1,183-1.285
0,820-0.882
0,610-0.652
0,628-0.664
0,595-0.719
0.604-0.723
0.674-0.722
0.684-0.756
0.721-0.795
0.520-0.666

A,~
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Volume per cent of residual D M F in PAN films versus
treatment temperature
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Average diffusion coefficient versus treatment temperature
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the literature. For example, a diffusion coefficient of
1.31 × 10 -1° cm 2 s -1 was reported by Stannett et al. 13
for water vapour with an activity of 0.96 diffusing in
PAN at 15°C. It is noted that the treatment history of
the films used by Stannett et al. is unknown.
The results obtained here indicate the importance of
film processing on subsequent diffusion behaviour. The
water solubility, reflected in values of A~o, is lowered
when higher treatment temperatures are used. This may
be the result of incomplete solvent removal, as the
amount of residual solvent exhibits a similar dependence
on the treatment temperature. The effect of residual
solvent on the diffusion coefficient is less clear and
suggests further study into processing effects on diffusion.
It is likely that variations in the long-time diffusion
coefficient are the result of a complicated concentration
dependence, such as may result from clustering 13 or from
interactions between the water and the residual DMF.
The role clustering may play in this system is presently
under investigation in our laboratory.
Another important aspect of demonstrating the
validity of these results is determining the magnitude of
experimental error. The confidence intervals represent
the confidence in the regressed fit of the parameters. As
seen in Table 2, the confidence interval is quite small,
being limited to a maximum variation of 14% in D and
3.5% in Aoo and an average variation of 5.75% in D and
1.05% in Aoo. These confidence intervals do not include
the possibility of error in other experimentally measured
values such as the thickness. The error in the film
thickness measurements, which is estimated at +33%,
does not affect the value of A~o. It does directly affect the
calculation of D, and inaccuracies in the measurement of
L indicate that the range of D is from 0.56D to 1.77D.
However, the effect of the error in L upon the evaluation
of a set of experiments designed to test reproducibility
is much less. It is difficult to accurately measure the film
thickness in these experiments with a micrometer, but it
is possible to reproduce the same (unknown) thickness
with much precision by carefully repeating the same film
preparation technique. The use of profilometry, optical
microscopy or interferometry for obtaining the film
thickness is being explored.
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A® versus treatment temperature (data points at same
temperature have been spread for clarity)

57, 60 and 80°C yield only small deviations in the
regressed values of D and Aoo, demonstrating that the
FTi.r.-a.t.r. measurements are reproducible.

DISCUSSION
The results obtained in the test experiments agree
favourably with values of the diffusion coefficient for
water in PAN, from gravimetric techniques, reported in
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The results presented here demonstrate that the diffusion
of small molecules in polymers can be successfully
measured using FTi.r.-a.t.r. spectroscopy in combination with a suitable diffusion model. These results
are not limited to the specific system of water-PAN, but
are meant to demonstrate that the FTi.r.-a.t.r.
spectroscopic approach can be used generally to measure
the diffusion of liquids in polymer films. This is an
important result, as the measurement of diffusion in such
systems can be difficult using existing techniques.
FTi.r.-a.t.r. spectroscopy could also be used to measure
the diffusion of gases or vapours. The diffusion
coefficients presented here are consistent with values for
the PAN-water vapour system obtained by traditional
gravimetric techniques.
The PAN-water system may not have been the most
ideal system for demonstrating this technique, due to the
strong concentration dependence of the diffusion
coefficient. The potential difficulties presented by this,

Use of FTLr.-a.t.r. spectroscopy: G. T. Fieldson and T. A. Barbari

however, only serve to demonstrate the robustness of the
FTi.r.-a.t.r. technique, as they did not impede successful
measurement of diffusion.
These results also indicate several areas of further
examination of the PAN-water system. These include a
more extensive evaluation of the effect of film treatment
on the diffusion of water. Also, an examination of water
clustering may be performed through spectral deconvolution of the OH stretching region in the infra-red
spectrum. This would highlight an aspect of FTi.r.-a.t.r.
spectroscopy which was not explored here, namely the
expansion of the technique to include an examination of
the state of either the polymer or penetrant during
diffusion, through the molecular information which is
inherent in infra-red spectroscopy.
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